
Brazen started around 1995, back when we were four
teenagers trying to escape the boredom of long
Saturday afternoons in the basement of an elementary
school in Geneva. In those early days, our so-called
weekly rehearsals would stretch from early in the
afternoon until late in the evening, and consisted
mostly of drinking the biggest possible amount of Ice
Tea from the local chain-store, playing cards, eating
tons of Flip chips, and playing more cards. Luckily,
there were times when we would eventually plug our
instruments and try to come up with a consistent
repertoire for our occasional live appearances, in
local youth centers or small Summer fests. After mul-
tiple attempts at finding a proper band name, we
came up with it when our guitar player Robin Jossen,
back from a Summer holiday in Dublin, suggested
"Brazen Heads", taken from the oldest pub in the
Irish capital. We made our own revolution months
later, and cut the "heads" to avoid sounding like
dozens of other bands. Brazen sounded good enough.
With a fair amount of songs now on the table, we
decided to record demos. One of those early songs
appeared on a local compilation. Around the same
period, we played for a local TV kids-show, and
sweated for the first (and only) time under the heat of
TV-set spotlights.

Our former drummer left in 1997 and was instantly
replaced by childhood friend Emile Nobs.
Coincidentally, that's where we started to seriously
lurk out of the egg-boxes-covered-walls of our prac-
tice room. We eventually got rid of our teenage
demons, started to write more solid and darker songs,
and recorded our first two-song 7" in the fall of
1998. We released it ourselves and tried to spread it
around as much as we could. Our first shows outside
Switzerland only came a year later, as we embarked
on a mini-tour which drove us from foggy Austrian
villages until the confines of Slovenia. This was just
the beginning of it all, and we were ready to conquer
the world.

The same year, our hometown mates Knut had record-
ed three amazingly-sounding songs with Serge
Morattel , who had just built his own recording stu-
dio in Geneva. With a bunch of brand new songs on
our shelves we teamed up with Serge and, in the first
days of 2000, recorded the 5 songs which were to
become "…As Floods decrease". We first released
the record by ourselves on colored vinyl 10", to have
it later issued on CD by both Snuff Records and
Molair e Industries. A few weeks after the recording
sessions, Emile (drums) left for an extensive trip
around the world, and this being the worst time for a
break, we asked Mark Blakebr ough to come and
play with us. We had seen Mark with his prior band
Grace, and we had been floored by his extremely

heavy, yet emotional approach of drumming. Mark
literally transcended the sound of the band and in the
summer of 2000, we toured Germany with Swedish
band Switchblade and had a great time in the dusty
German clubs.

By the end of 2000, we entered Serge Morattel's Rec
Studio again and laid onto tape "Statues and Waifs",
followed by "Everlasting Gestures" a bit later, both of
which were released together on the split double 3"
CD with Kevlar that came out onSnuff Records. To
celebrate this release, we toured with Kevlar in the
Summer of 2001 in Germany and Switzerland, and
learnt extensively the Swedish way of "rocking hard
and drinking harder".

Then started a long period of writing, demoing, and
coaxing Loïc Broennimann, our now departed bass
player, not to leave the band. Early 2002, following a
handful of shows as opener for Cave In, the impend-
ing threat eventually came true, as our original bass
player and long-time friend Loïc decided to leave us
in March 2002. It took us a few weeks to recover
from the bad news, but fortunately Michel Blanc (ex-
member of pop band sinner dc) knocked on our door
and fulfilled an impossible mission: practice inten-
sively for 2 months and head with us into Rec Studio
end of June 2002 to record what would become
"Orphaned" . The writing and recording of this full-
length was probably the toughest and most challeng-
ing thing we'd ever done, partly due to the last-
minute bass situation and the fact that we tried to
push the envelope to avoid repeating ourselves. The
recording sessions took a bit longer than expected,
and we headed back to the studio in November to mix
and polish the whole album, which was released on
Sticksister Records (KVLR, Favez, etc.) in the
spring of 2003. The year of the release marked inten-
sive touring all accross Germany, Switzerland and
Italy, playing shows with Cave In, Favez and playing
at Festivals such as Nyon’s Paléo Festival, La Bâtie,
Pully For Noise, etc. In January 2004, Brazen played
a show at Groningen’s Eur osonic Festival (NL), a
major festival showcasing the most promising 
european talents.

So now, what does the future hold for Brazen? More
touring, of course, but also the recording of a new
album in 2004...
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